
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 Two bricks for you and two 
bricks for your child

 The rest of your block set

 The story of the Mummy Cat 
and her Copycat Kittens, 
with picture

 A cat mask or puppet 
(optional) 

10–15 minutes

COPYCAT, COPYCAT, CAN YOU DO THAT?

Building by Imitation – Copycat Step by Step

Start by telling the story ‘Clever Mummy Cat and her Clever Little Copycats’ (on the next page).

When you’ve finished the story, say: And now it’s our turn to play Copycats. I am the Clever Mummy Cat (put on 
the mask or take hold of the puppet, if you have one of them) and you are the Clever Little Copycat. I am going to 
show you some things to build with the blocks, and I bet you can be a Clever Little Copycat and copy me 
perfectly, just like the Kittens in the story. Give your child two identical bricks.

To begin the game hold your two bricks up above your head. When your Copycat has done the same, quickly hide 
your hands with the bricks under the table.

Then, very slowly, take one hand from under the table and stand the brick on its smallest face (short narrow). 
Then slowly stand another brick on top of the first brick with its long narrow face, forming a letter T. When your 
Copycat has made a T identical to yours, praise them saying: You Clever Little Copycat! You watched really 
carefully and copied me exactly!  Quickly grab the bricks and once more hide them under the table. Encourage 
your Copycat to do the same.

Put the first brick on the table, largest face down, and connect the second brick to it. When your child has copied 
you, praise them again.

Repeat the game many times with different structures but also with other variations to maintain pace and 
interest – sometimes place the bricks very, very slowly, sometimes very, very quickly, sometimes as quietly as a 
mouse and sometimes with a loud noise as you bang the bricks down.

Then switch roles – let your child be the Clever Mummy Cat and lead the game, while you are the Clever Copycat.

Your child can imitate an adult’s action to build a two-block structure.
Your child can create different structures consisting of two elements.

To develop your child’s ability to focus and concentrate
To share different ways of building simple structures consisting of two elements
To teach your child to build simple structures by imitating an adult’s step by step actions 
To foster the development of co-ordination skills required for working with building blocks
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Play the same Copycat games as above but using a larger number of blocks (3 to 5) – choose from any of the 
blocks in your set.



Once there was a Clever Mummy Cat who had three little kittens. At first the little kittens couldn’t do very much of anything at all. 
They couldn’t see very well and they couldn’t hear very well. They were even too little to play.

The little kittens grew. Clever Mummy Cat looked at them and said to herself, ‘My little kittens have grown, but are they ready to 
be Copycats? I don’t think so.’

The little kittens grew some more. Mummy Cat looked at them and said to herself, ‘My little kittens have grown, but are they ready 
to be Copycats?  I don’t think so.’ The little kittens grew even more. Mummy Cat looked at them and finally she said to herself, ‘My 
little kittens have grown, but are they ready to be Copycats? Yes, I think they are.’

So the Mummy Cat took the little kittens out of their warm nesting box and out into the big, wide world. Then Clever Mummy Cat 
showed the little kittens what to do. And the little kittens did everything the Mummy Cat showed them.

Mummy Cat showed the Clever Little Copycats how to lick from a saucer of milk. And the Clever Little Copycats licked perfectly. 
Mummy Cat showed the Copycats how to wash their paws. And the Clever Little Copycats licked their paws perfectly. Mummy Cat 
showed the Copycats how to make big claws. And the Clever Little Copycats made big claws perfectly too.

Then Clever Mummy Cat showed her Clever Little Copycats how to build with blocks. The Clever Little Copycats watched her very, 
very carefully. They copied her perfectly. They copied so perfectly that very soon they could build everything Mummy Cat showed 
them.

They really were three Clever Little Copycats, and Clever Mummy Cat was very proud of them!

CLEVER MUMMY CAT AND HER CLEVER LITTLE COPYCATS - STORY
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